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Preface 

You will notice several changes to chis year's edition of Pleiades, 
aside from its being lace in appearing. The Editorial Board decided to 
use one of chis year's submissions as a cover. The beautiful pastel, 
Ho'omaluhia, submitted by Toni Martin of Windward Community 
College, appears both as our cover and on page 27. The Board urges 
artists among the community colleges to submit artwork for consider
ation as covers of future editions. 

The appearance of the interior of Pleiades has changed as well. 
We would like to thank Sandy Sanpei from Honolulu Community 
College for her help in both the redesign and the layout of chis year's 
edition. We hope our readers find the new appearance pleasing. Please 
lee us know what you chink by celling your campus representative so she 
or he can convey your comments to the rest of the Board. In the past 
we received more submissions than we did chis time; of the 55 pieces 
received, the Board voted to accept seventeen. That's about the same 
ratio as in past years, but since the number of submissions was down, 
the number of pieces accepted was also down. As a result, chis edition 
is smaller than in the past. The Board hopes chat the members of the 
community college system will continue to support Pleiades, and will 
send us your manuscripts for our consideration. 

In the past, there was a September 1st deadline for submitting 
manuscripts to the Board. The next issue of Pleiades, will be published 
in the Fall of 1993. The deadline for submission is March 1, 1993. The 
Call for Manuscripts and Editorial Guidelines is on the inside back 
cover. Please note chat since the Board evaluates the submissions 
anonymously, you should send your completed manuscript to the 
Chancellor's Office. All references chat could identify the author 
should be removed (or at least hidden temporarily) and a cover sheet 
should be prepared for each submission. A cover sheet is included as 
an insert. Further, there is a limit of three submissions per author. 
Examine the Call for Manuscripts for details concerning submitting art 
work, musical pieces, etc. 

We thank you for your support of Pleiades, and ask for your 
continued support. We also wish to solicit suggestions for improve
ment of Pleiades from the faculty and staff of the system. Pleiades is 
your journal, and if there are ways you chink the journal can be 
improved, please let us know. 

Samuel E. Rhoads, Chairman, Pleiades Editorial Board 
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Laurie Tomehak teaches Spanish and French at Windward 
Community College and lives with her two children in Honolulu. She 
received a Ph. D. in Medieval French from the University of California. 
She has taught French at the University of Puerto Rico, recorded 
Norman patois on the isle of Sark . . .  and worked as a manicurist in 
the San Fernando Valley. 
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The Fish Dance 
By Laurie Tomehak 

The hall is dark 
as we circle each other, 
undersea dance partners 
or wrestlers. 

I tend a drowned hearth 
While you are out fishing. 
You come home after dark, 
the empty pails 
clattering against your legs. 

There's only enough time 
to hang up the nets 
and let your frustration 
consume some rough food 
and take some rough rest 
wherever your head falls. 

Then 
I watch you 
get up in the moonlight 
and prepare 
for tomorrow's lonely trip, 
yearning after 
the precious silver food 
that circles 
just beyond your slippery grasp. 

When we were young, 
we knew the dance 
these fish know. 
Now, would we change 
a glint of circling silver 
into tuna eating tuna, 
into something dead 
in a can? 
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John Cuprisin is an Automotive Technology Lecturer at 
Leeward Community College and at Nanakuli High School. John 
graduated from Leeward Community College and the University of 
Hawai'i, and earned a B.Ed in Secondary Education/Trades and 
Industry. "The Last Drive" is a small selection from a larger work 
inspired by the experiences of Peace Corps volunteers in West 
Africa. A companion piece entitled "Groundnut Paste" was pub
lished in the Leeward Community College journal, Harvest, in Spring 
1990. 
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The Last Drive 
By john Cuprisin 

After two years in Sierra Leone I was finally going home. I had no 
reason to suspect that the last drive to Freetown, from my up-country 
post in Segbwema,would be any different from scores of other trips I 
had made to the capit_al; simply another African memory destined to 
fade over time. 

I made that final drive with my wife and my best friend. Andrew 
sat in front, and my wife Josephine sat in the rear seat of the overloaded 
Datsun pickup truck. Andrew had accompanied us so that he could 
drive the truck back up-country after Josephine and I departed Africa 
for our future and left Andrew to his. 

The broken road had beaten us mercilessly for two hundred 
miles; we were grubby and hot and exhausted after the ten-hour drive. 
When we finally arrived at the junction to the smooth highway I 
relaxed a bit because it indicated that we were only twenry miles from 
our destination. 

A few minutes later we approached a rural town known as 
Hastings-most of the towns have unpronounceable African or eth
nocentric British names. 

The regional airport is adjacent to Hastings, and is used only 
twice a week for local flights-I flew into this airport once and it 
amazed me how it bustled; police, hawkers, and idlers jammed the 
terminal. Our luggage was trundled to a waiting bus, and everyone 
present-executives, laborers, and bums-was whisked to Freetown. 
The bus driver stopped at the entrance to pick up the sentry who locked 
the gate and then rook his seat on the bus. Hastings airport could now 
sleep for three days. 

The slumbering airport looked lonely and abandoned. The 
control tower cast an oppressive shadow over one dormant runway. A 
sun bleached wind sock hung from a crooked pole as a heap of worn out 
airplane parts reverted to their natural state. 

That's what I thought about as we rolled up behind a rickety 
Mercedes-Benz delivery truck stuffed with bundles of firewood that 
had been lashed together with rope made from palm fronds. 

The truck stopped at a checkpoint that had been hastily erected. 
This roadblock was curious though; it was manned by soldiers, not the 
police. The soldiers had searched the vehicle looking for God only 
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knows what, and now the driver and his partner casually reloaded the 
truck; a task made easier at each stop because a few bundles always 
remained neatly stacked on the side of the road as dash-the bribe 
extorted at roadblocks. 

"They will want to search our truck." my wife told me. 
"No way ... " I looked at her in the mirror and then looked at 

Andrew. " .. .I won't let them." 
"They are soldiers .... " she began, but I cut her off. 
'Tm not gonna unpack this truck or dash those clowns. This isn't 

even a real checkpoint." 
Josephine and Andrew were silent as I put the idling Datsun in 

gear and moved forward when my turn in line came. A soldier with a 
vintage rifle walked up to my side of the truck: The rifle had been 
through hell. Its oily wooden stock looked ancient and battered, the 
shoulder strap hung in tatters. 

He told me to uncover my load so he could search the truck. 
I told him no. 
"I beg your pardon?" 
It sounded so stupid for him to say that. I looked at Andrew and 

made a goofy face; he smiled. I turned back to the soldier and told him 
no agam. 

"I must search all vehicles going to Freetown." His bass drum of 
a voice didn't sound so stupid this time. 

I knew what he wanted and I got mad. Two years of harassment 
by these self-important idiots had become tiresome. 

But he wasn't a regular police officer: Then I realized that the 
military must be out in force because of the election. Siaka Stevens had 
decided to retire. (This in itself was interesting, since only one other 
African president in history had ever done that.) Everyone expected 
violence during the primaries, so Freetown would be a tense place right 
now. 

I was still angry though. "This is a Ministry vehicle." 
"What?" The soldier looked dumbfounded. 
"This is a Ministry vehicle ... " I stuck my arm out the open 

window and pointed at the words painted on the door. " .. .look." 
When I saw the lost look in his eyes I realized the words may just 

as well have been written in hieroglyphics; the soldier with the rifle 
couldn't read. Africans usually mouthed the words painted on the 
truck: MINISTRY OF HEALTH. He stared obliviously at the red 
letters on the muddy door. 

It took only a few moments for that exchange to take place and 
this soldier stood alone next to the truck; but not for long. I saw the 
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other soldier walking in our direction and I sized up the situation: 
There were only two of them and they would undoubtedly want a ride, 
or a dash, or any number of other things that I didn't want to give them. 

I pressed on the clutch pedal and revved the engine. 
"John ... what are you doing?" Josephine asked when I slid the 

lever into first gear. I looked at Andrew and he nodded. 
"I think you guys better duck in case he starts shooting." I said. 

The slow truck offered itself as an easy target. 
"I don't think he has any bullets." Andrew said. 
The truck jumped forward when I released the clutch; I glanced 

in the mirror as we made our escape but I couldn't see what the soldiers 
were doing. 

"I sure hope you're right." 
About a month later I awoke from a dream in a cold sweat: I don't 

know why it scared me more to think about the incident than it did to 
experience it. I also don't know whether the soldier had any bullets or 
not; Andrew's letter didn't mention it. He said that he had met no extra 
roadblocks when he drove back up-country. He also recounted how 
Siaka Stevens' hand picked successor received a 98% majority of the 
votes. 

Africa remains a vivid memory; each day a distinct episode 
punctuated by the incessant begging, the magnificent people, the 
chronic corruption, the sheer beauty, the potent aromas, the boisterous 
markets, and of course, the rough road. 

Siaka Stevens died a few years ago; now the military controls the 
government. Last December, Liberian rebels invaded Sierra Leone; 
today, I'm sure the soldiers rifles are loaded. 
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Elizabeth (Libby) Young is an instructor ofEnglish and journal
ism at Windward Community College in Kaneohe. She has been 
adviser to the campus newspaper since 1980 and is a contributor to 
Rain Bird, the college's literary magazine. Before coming to Wind
ward, she served for six years as the first public information officer for 
the community colleges in Hawai'i. 
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Along the Na Pali Coast 
By Elizabeth M Young 

The farther out 
the black Zodiac 'cuts 
into the foam 
the more our hands grip rope, 
cling to the sides - pale tourists 
braced against the buckling tide. 

We cruise past mountain goats, 
green turtles gulping air, 
a manta drawing circles over reefs, 
past beaches where no footprints 
mar the sand, where water 
cascades headlong into rock, 
past valleys filled with ghosts, 
steep crags where boats don't land, 
past safety and clock time. 

Our dark guide, Toby, smiles 
when someone asks, 
"So you haven't lost anyone yet?" 
The ocean swallows boats ten times 
our size, whole cruise ships 
split like crackers, 
drowned in swells. 

A storm rolls in. But by then 
we've been baptized. 
Rain pelts our raft, wind whips 
our city skin, but we don't care. 
We've crossed over from 
the shallow to the deep, 
from tame to wild 

and, if only for today, 
we like it on the other side. 
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Alan C. Ragains is an instructor of public speaking and interper
sonal communications at Windward Community College. Originally 
from Peoria, Illinois, he received his B.S. in education from Illinois 
State University and his M.A. from Bradley University in Peoria, where 
he also taught for three years. Ragains recently completed a collection 
of memories, "319: The House on Olive," reflecting five generations 
of his family in the United States. He has also been a contributor to 
Rain Bird, Windward Community College's literary magazine. 
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Last Summer 
By Alan C. Ragains 

I'm not sure what I expected going back to Illinois chat summer. 
It had been about a hundred years chat our family lived in the house. 
Now it had been sold and it was time to clean out the place to make 
room for someone new. It felt like going back to Peoria for a funeral, 
che kind when Grandpa died. We all knew he had lived a rich, full life. 
Ninety-nine years of good health, a loving family of children, grand
children and great-grandchildren, a successful business were important 
considerations. But there was the inevitable sadness too. Something 
would now be gone from our lives that, no matter how old we were, we 
had never been without. 

I remember the day of his death; it happened to be the day of class 
photographs at school and everyone wore suits. I liked to chink they 
were all wearing their dress clothes in honor of Grandpa. It seemed 
appropriate. Now, returning to the house, it seemed chat something 
equally momentous should happen, something chat would mark chis 
day as different or as special. Maybe the sky could turn black and then 
suddenly split with boles of lightning. Maybe a hail storm would hie 
che area with two-inch stones. Years lacer we could say, "Yes, chat was 
the summer of the big hail storm, when we had to close the house." 
Instead there had been nothing out of the ordinary. People walked up 
and down the streets in the moderate heat, occasionally brushing the 
hair from their eyes or a light sweat from their foreheads. The 
steamboat still cruised the Illinois, its calliope filling the valley with 
whimsical sounds. The pungent smells of the factories chat now 
bordered the neighborhood were still carried on languid summer 
breezes. 

It was about 1 :30 in the afternoon when I had finished with my 
pare of closing the house. At the back door, the latch had turned with 
a click and the key would turn no more. The metal hie with a 
"klack. .. klack, klack." I pulled the key from the lock, but it caught on 
the inside of the place. I tugged and shook the key, first up and then 
down. It tore from the lock which was silent now, the refusal to leave 
a distant protest. What had been a simple, daily task seemed frustratingly 
complex on chis day. I held the key in my hand. Had this been the one 
chat Papa always kept in his leather key case? Or was it the one chat 
Grandma slipped inside her green change purse as we would leave the 
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house to go shop at Werner's Markee? Now a brass chain ran through 
the open loop. The key hung on a small nail above the safe at the store, 
just around the corner from where Papa had built his home. 

I turned away from the door, slipping the key silently into my 
pocket as the wooden storm door brushed my shoulder, banging 
against the door frame. The panes of glass picked up the harsh call and 
then fell silent too. My feet turned to the three seeps descending to the 
back yard. My hand rested on the chipped paint of the railings. It had 
been many years since I had carefully separated the cream paint of the 
posts from the darker color of the ornamental ball with a masterful 
stroke of the brush. Above, the green and white striped metal awning, 
now corroded with age, still offered some shade. 

Summer had arrived. The record-breaking temperatures of the 
last two years, along with the drought that had accompanied it, were 
not here. The weather was exceptionally unmomentous this season. 
The grass, spotted with the yellow flowers and white seed balls of 
dandelions, had grown to a height of about one foot. Branches from 
the elm were scattered around the yard. Where zinnias, geraniums and 
wild petunias once grew stood stalks of thistle and Queen Anne's lace. 
At the end of a long, narrow, broken walk stood the two-door garage. 
The paint had worn off the side door, exposing weathered boards 
beneath. The ivy grew up, covering most of the walls and part of the 
roof. 

I passed where the old cistern was. The pump had long ago 
disappeared, replaced by a big piece of broken pavement to cover the 
opening that led to the cold, deep water below. As children we would 
shout into the darkness to hear our echo come back to us. Sometimes 
we would drop a brick into the stillness and wait for the delayed "ker
plop" as it eventually found the water. I bent to pick up one of the fallen 
branches and break it into the garbage cans that still sat near the porch. 
My hand stopped before I actually touched the wood. One less twig 
in the yard made little difference now. 

I stood and turned, closing the gate behind me. The iron scraped 
along the path it had worn in the concrete. How many years of opening 
and closing did it take to dig a half inch into the walk? How many 
hands had inadvertently polished the handle to its black-blue luster? 
My feet followed the herringbone walk, avoiding the patches of grass 
and dirt that shrouded the earth red rectangles. I headed south on 
Jefferson Street to return to the store. 

There was a tightness in my gut, as I occasionally still feel to this 
day. Perhaps it had been my breakfast that morning or the lunch that 
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I had missed. I don't remember now if l looked back at the house or 
nor. I do remember the sound of my feet leaving the bricks and moving 
quickly across the asphalt parking lot, cars rushing past on the street, 
anxious co beat the next stop light, some birds singing in a distant 
mulberry tree and a hot, moist, stinging breeze against my face. 
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Poppies 
By Alan C. Ragains 

How could I forget fields, 

splashed with red. 

Red. 

Red. 

Red. 

White, yellow and purple, too, 

but red, 

mon blumen, 

poppies, 

red. 

I would gather them in my arms 

until my finger tips barely met. 

I would bring them to you across the sky, 

but they would fade-

sooner than this memory. 

Yet maybe this time the memory will last. 

Red poppies splashed 

across a field 

will not fade, 

will not leave me now. 
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Waihang Lai has been teaching art at Kaua'i Community 
College for the past 2 1  years. He received his M.A. from Claremont 
Graduate School. He is an elected member of the American Water
color Society and is also listed in the Who s Who in American Art. Lai 
is known for his watercolor techniques in Oriental and Western 
painting. In addition to teaching painting and drawing, Lai offers a 
class in computer art. 
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Tunnel of Trees 
By Waihang Lai 

Pen and Ink 

Giant eucalyptus trees folding their branches over Maluhia Road form a 

near mile-long famed tree tunnel on the road to Koloa and Poipu. 
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Michael Malloy teaches philosophy at Kapi'olani Community 
College. An East West Center fellowship during his doctoral studies 
allowed him to study Buddist art and philosophy in Japan and India. 
His articles have appeared in Pleiades, Humanities, the American 
Benedictine Review, the Los Angeles Times, the Iowa Review, and 
elsewhere. His interests include painting with acrylics in a contemporary 
Zen style. 
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Return from Europe to LAX 
By Michael Malloy 

Airport Marriott of beige and pink and green 
Pink roses bloom easily in the lobby court. 
The black grand piano plays by itself. 

My bed large and wide 
In an airconditioned room. 
Soft sheets. 

Hot shower with hotel soaps. 
Drying overtired arms 
On huge absorbent rowels. 

The American bathroom: 
more spiritual comfort 
Than all the cathedrals of Europe. 
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This is a Test 
By Michael Malloy 

You look at them and always chink: 
They're more wonderful than they know. 
Their faces look down, masks and makeup in place, 
Thoughts and feelings hidden. 
Two chew gum 
(Despite my direst warnings). 
Fans oscillate. A mourning dove sings. 
Rain falls briefly in the tropic heat. 

I look around fiercely 
My eyes a beacon of righteousness. 
Taking the test, they must know 
I care about honesty as well as punctuation. 
Bue years ago 
My heart grew soft. 
I hum a tune to myself 
And hope they cannot hear. 
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Antoinette (Toni) Martin was born in New York City. She 
received a B.A . from Michigan State University and a B.F.A. and 
M.F.A. in painting from the University ofHawai'i. She has taught at 
the University ofHawai'i for eleven years. She teaches Introduction co 
the Visual Arts, Color Theory and Two-dimensional Design at 
Windward Community College and UH Manoa. She has taught 
drawing and painting and a course she developed for Hawai'i public 
school teachers enticled "Enhancing Artistic Awareness in Children 
Through Art Process." Toni also has taught at Honolulu Community 
College, UH Manoa Summer Session, UH Manoa Selected Studies 
Honors Program, Hawai'i Loa College, and the Honolulu Academy of 
Arts. 
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Ho 'omaluhia 
By Antoinette Martin 

Pastel 
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Teri Lee Betker teaches in The Learning Center at the 
Employment Training Center. She moved to Hawai'i from Hong 
Kong where she developed and coordinated a support network for 
Filipino migrant workers and taught at Hong Kong International 
School. Before living in Hong Kong, Teri lived and taught for ten 
years in Kenai, Alaska, and was named the 1986-87 outstanding 
faculty member by Kenai Community College students. AV alparaiso 
University graduate, Teri holds a Master of Arts and Teaching 
degree (Adult and Community Education) from Alaska Pacific 
University. 
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A Letter Home from Hong Kong 
June 5, 1989 ("Tiananmen Square Day " in Beijing) 

By Teri Lee Betker 

Days of horrific events have flooded the airwaves from China to 
every corner of the earth. As a resident of Hong Kong, I have 
participated in Chinese democracy marches with crowds chat some 
estimate as high as two million people. As one who calls the United 
States home, I am compelled to write to you-my compatriots-_ who 
so fiercely defend and fervently discuss personal freedom, individual
ity, and independence. You can continue in this way oflife. In China 
chis life is, at present, a massacred dream. In Hong Kong, it is a rapidly 
vanishing reality with the return of the British colony to the Chinese 
in 1 997. 

Today, Sunday, June 5, I marched with the Hong Kong masses 
as che devastating news of the Beijing residents' slaughter filtered 
ch rough the streets. Over a million Hong Kong residents participated: 
families with children carried on shoulders; handicapped; elderly 
holding hands with younger guides; and as always, the students. All 
heeded the early-morning radio instructions to wear black and white, 
che western and eastern colors of mourning. I was engulfed by the great 
sea of humanity chat steadily moved through the streets, but not once 
was I pushed. Orderliness and dignity defied description. Some 
followed designated leaders in chancing freedom slogans; many lis
tened to radio reports and read late-edition newspapers as they walked. 
Waves of singing spread through the streets-Chinese freedom songs 
along with "We Shall Overcome."  As the number ofreported casualcies 
increased to over a thousand, the crowd displayed collective physical 
pain. And then silence. Stillness. Slowly, we began walking again. I 
walked to show support on behalf of our nation. I walked to represent 
hope for a way of life I have been blessed to experience. 

I walked to grieve with brothers and sisters in what has been 
declared the darkest hour in their history. 

These events are more than film clips on the evening news- they 
are glimpses into a future chat we may still influence. Remember the 
people of China. Cherish each moment of freedom, for these moments 
have been purchased at a supreme price by many throughout history. 
Continue to speak out, for it is your right, responsibility, and gift. 

Finally, words to the students at home in the United States: You 
have had the opportunity to learn the greatest of things: ideas, skills, 
literature, the arcs, philosophy, mathematics, history, and science. 
Seek more. Your individual contributions to our world are limitless 
and precious. You can make a difference. These are the things Chinese 
students have died believing. 
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Patricia Harpstrite teaches Spanish at Leeward Community 
College. She had never written any poetry at all until two years ago, 
when she joined the Pacific Bilingual Writers' Group in order to 
improve her writing in Spanish, her second language. She has written 
both short stories and poetry in Spanish. She began writing poems in 
English, as well, when she realized chat poetry, more than any other 
form of writing, demands a "feel" for the language difficult for the non
native to develop (but she's working on it! ) .  
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Haiku Valley, New Years Eve 
By Patricia Harpstrite 

Ac the back of the valley, the mountains wait, 
dark and solid against a clear, cold sky, 
cradling indifferencly the flimsy wooden dwellings 
scattered across the valley floor. 

Far below the full moon's flat stare, 
firecrackers scare to snap like popcorn on a burner, 
until the noise becomes a steady crackle 
punctuated by the whoosh and whiscle of roman candles 
chat arc just over frenzied bursts of sparks from shooting stars. 

Tiny figures rush about, 
frantic shadows in the haze of smoke they've raised, 
to proclaim, once more, their presence to the universe
Pop, pop! Here we are! Snap, crackle! Down here! 
Another year, and we're still here! 

Ac the back of the valley, the mountains wait, 
dark and solid against a clear, cold sky. 

3 1  
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Andrew James McCullough earned his master's and doctorate 
in American Studies from the University of Hawai'i. He also holds a 
master's degree in English from Antioch University. He has done 
research in the field of literature and culture at the National Opinion 
Research Center (University of Chicago), the Australian National 
University, and as a Professional Associate at the East-West Center. 
Since 1981, he has been a lecturer in English, American Studies, and 
Humanities at Kapi'olani Community College. 
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Review: ':A.ll I Asking For Is My Body" 

By Andrew James McCullough 

Milton Murayama's Alf I Asking For Is My Body is a powerful 
evocation of a defining experience in the cultural history of modern 
Hawai'i: the experience of the plantation labor camps shared by a 
variety of immigrant ethnic groups, including many from Asia. 
Murayama focuses on the group he is most familiar wich- Japanese
Americans-bur his novella captures the essence of a mythical three
act drama which retains powerful resonance for chose who consider 
themselves "local people" in Hawai'i; the period of struggle, subservi
ence, and enforced inferiority prior to World War II; the liberation 
resulting from successful performance in the war and the acceptance of 
unionism in the islands; and the subsequent emergence of Asian ethnic 
groups to challenge, and largely displace, the old Caucasian power 
structure. 

The tide of the novella encapsulates its central theme and 
indicates its main pattern of action. The statement is uttered by Tosh, 
who serves as both model and foil to his younger brother Kiyoshi, the 
novel's narrator protagonist. Boch boys, possessing above average 
intelligence and drive, are forced to drop out of school to help pay off 
a monumental family debt. In the American context, Tosh's plea seems 
ridiculously minimal: having the freedom over one's physical move
ments and processes is considered a basic starting point in the rhetorical 
celebration of American freedom. The novella presents two main 
obstacles to this potential freedom: the Japanese family system, which 
subordinates the individual to the demands of "filial piety," and the 
plantation system, whose substandard wages and "company store" 
operation maintain the plantation workers in a state of perpetual 
poverty and quasi-slavery. 

The tide also points to important ambiguities of expression 
which dominate the novella's discourse. "All I asking for is my body" 
is a powerful statement whose impact would be considerably watered 
down if it were (as many publishers suggested to Murayama chat it 
should be) rephrased to conform with standard English grammar. 1 And 
yet, neither is it all chat plausible as an utterance in Hawai'i 's pidgin 
English-while it resounds as a pidgin cri de coeur, it is overly formal 
and elaborate to accord with the practices of char linguistic community. 
The tide statement thus combines, and holds in dynamic tension, the 
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two main forms of expression found in che novella itself: the standard 
English of ics narration, and the pidgin English in which most of the 
characters speak. The tension established between these two forms of 
discourse mirrors the situation of the protagonist, Kyoshi, who aspires 
co the freedom and mobility which (in the world of chis novella) 
accompany standard English speech, and who yet retains deep loyalties 
co family and ethnic group, and lesser bur still apparent ties co ocher 
groups who have participated in the experience of plantation life. 

Arnbigui ties oflanguage use are apparent chroughour the novella. 
On the one hand, pidgin usage serves as a kind of contrapuntal 
deconstruction of standard English usage, whose ascribed politeness 
masks the duplicities and treacheries of the plantation system. Murayama 
has identified as well as anyone pidgin's resources in chis regard: "Ir's 
verbal shorthand, blunt, sounding almost belligerent. Ir's an ideal 
vernacular for confronting or ,purring down. le revels in its crudeness 
with a childlike glee."2 Tosh is perhaps the novella's premier practi
tioner of pidgin: its belligerence is a perfect expression vehicle for his 
pugilistic style. Bue despite his insights into the unfairness of the 
American plantation and Japanese family systems, which are frequencly 
delivered in the form of stinging verbal jabs, he is unable co imagine a 
way our of his predicament. When he is offered the opportunity co 
make good money as a professional boxer, he turns it down without 
explanation. Kyoshi concludes "The guy was more filial than I thought. 
I would've gone, bur then I really didn't know what it was like co be 
number one son."3 

Kyoshi liberates himselfbycombining wichin himself his brother's 
fighting spirit and the analytical sophistication of Mr. Snook, Who 
serves (understandably briefly) as plantation school teacher. Snook is 
the first Caucasian in Kyoshi's experience who uses the considerable 
power of standard English co undermine rather than buttress the 
corrupt plantation system. Employing the socracic method, he leads 
the (moscly hostile) students through an examination of "the primary 
virtues," the ones char cannot be perverted for ignoble ends. Into a 
discourse dominated by terms such as "filial piety," "obedience," 
"duty," "enryo "  (holding back) "knowing your place," he introduces 
potentially explosive new words: "feudalism," "pecking order," 
"chinking for yourself," and, above all, "freedom."4 Tosh's flat dis
missal of Snook-"He's a communise or a queer. Nice haoles always 
after something else."5

- indicates the limitations of the plantation 
discourse, and shows why even the most intelligent of its practitioners 
remain crapped in the system. 

Snook's effect on Kyoshi's language can be seen in the latter's 
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reflections on the over-organization of plantation camp life, near the 
end of the novella. 

Shit too was organized according to the plantation pyramid. 
Mr. Nelson was top shit on the highest slope, then there were 
the Portugese, Spanish, and nisei Lunas with their indoor 
toilets which flushed into the same ditches, then Japanese 
Camp, and F ilipino camp. Everything was over-organized. 
There were sports to keep you busy in your spare time. Even 
the churches seemed part of the "scheme to keep you 
contented . . .  " [Snooky] talked of freedom, while everybody 
else talked of duty and obligation . . . .  Freedom was freedom 
from other people's shit, and shit was shit no matter how 
lovingly it was dished, how high or low it came from. Shit was 
the glue which held a group together, and I was going to have 

no part of any shit or any group. 6 

The point here is not simply that Kiyoshi is thinking along the 
same lines as Snook, but that he is thinking and expressing himself 
analogically, metaphorically, seeing the interrelationships among the 
disparate powers of his social world. This is what Tosh, for all his 
intelligence and insight, lacks. The strategic positioning of Kyoshi's 
utterance should also be noted: the next paragraph shows him planning 
to join the army, leaving behind the tangled "shitty" loyalties of family 
and plantation. 

While Kyoshi recognizes the importance of his expanded vo
cabulary he is also quick to react against the abusive employment of 
standard English. When he tries to seduce Michie, his former classmate, 
his pretext is that he would like to borrow the books she has used in her 
English classes, since he is now a dropout working full-time in the cane 
fields. When she responds to him in over-enunciated formal diction, 
he reacts angrily to what he perceives as patronizing. 

She was acting too damned haolifled. Whenever anybody 
spoke goody-good English outside of school we razzed them, 
"You think you haole, eh?" "Maybe you think you shit ice 
cream, eh?" "How come you talk through your nose all the 
time?" Lots of them talked nasally to hide the pidgin accent. 
At the same time the radio and haole newspapers were saying 
over and over, "Be American. Speak English." Pidgin was 

foreign.7 

The complexities of this passage demand consideration. We have 
seen that Kiyoshi is moving progressively away from the language and 
mores of his ethnic group; the culmination of this movement can be 
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heard in the very language of the text's narration, since Kiyoshi is an 
autobiographical protagonist. At the same time Kiyoshi rejects a 
similar pattern of expression in Michie as affected and insulting. The 
questions of the loyalry of Japanese-Americans in the case of war with 
Japan, and their abiliry to become assimilated Americans, are encap
sulated in the debate over pidgin English usage. While Kiyoshi has no 
use for filial piety and the other concepts of the Japanese family system, 
he remains proud of his ethnic identity ( the subsequent attack on Pearl 
Harbor shakes this pride to the core). And, in an irony that is easily 
missed, the entire incident and its attendant commentary are precipitated 
by Kiyoshi' s expressed desire to borrow English books-surely the 
language used in them would be as standard as Michie's conversation. 
Murayama wisely attempts no grand resolution of these contradic
tions; the tension among possibilities is most welcome in a work that 
sometimes seems too nakedly schematic ("freedom vs. oppression"). 
Kiyoshi's plausibility as a youthful character is enhanced by his 
grappling with irreconcilable opposites. 

Murayama's literary realism is of the documentary kind. He tells 
us that his first motivation in writing is "history writing": "I want to put 
into record a body of first- and second-hand experiences . . . .  "8 

The reader will not be surprised to learn that early drafts were 
written "in the slice-oflife realism ofJames T. Farrell and Steinbeck."9 

Something of the feeling tone of naturalism, its emphasis on the 
position of puny man confronting implacable natural and social forces, 
still adheres to the text, particularly to Part III. Like many other 
writers, Murayama no doubt discovered in the process of re-writing 
that the most effective way to present materials that are essentially 
autobiographical is through first person narration. The principal 
difficulty he faces, as a fiction writer, is the desire to make his position 
on the obstacles to freedom unambiguously clear. Statements, even 
when they are presented in the guise of fiction, tend to be overly 
schematic and thus lacking the ambiguity modern readers expect to 
encounter in narrative fiction. 

Alli Asking . . .  has been criticized for the deus ex machina quality 

of its ending: Kiyo wins the money to pay off the family debt while in 
army training. Murayama has discovered that it is no defense to say 
"that's the way it happened!"10 -truth must always yield to plausibility 
in the realm of prose fiction. When one considers how much of the 
Oyama family's desperate situation is rooted in luck, the ending seems 
considerably less arbitrary. More to the point, Kiyoshi's entry into the 
army is itself a signal of a change of fortune, for the Oyama family and 
for the Japanese-Americans ofHawai' i. Readers in Hawai' i are well aware 
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of the novel's untold next chapter: the glorious military service of 
Japanese-Americans, the educational opportunities they received as a 
reward, and their subsequent political, economic, and social mobility 
(upward) in Hawai'i. The novella's considerable popularity in Hawai'i, 
and its relative anonymity elsewhere, no doubt relates to extra-literary 
knowledge and feelings readers here bring to the text. A noted Hawai'i 
editor makes the case for the novel's cultural significance: 

We have been denied, up to this work, an idea of what the real 
human situation of the plantation has been . . .  [This is] the 
only comprehensive literary treatment of the Hawai'i plan
tation experience, an experience which either directly or 

indirectly affects a very large segment ofHawai'i's population. 11 

A full half century later, the plantation experience and its 
aftermath remains the most powerful collective story in Hawai'i, a kind 
of explanatory myth for the current cultural reality. 

1. Stephen Sumida, Two Novels of Hawai 'i. 
(Honolulu: Topgallant Publishing Co. ,  1989) p. 3. 

2. Eric Chock and Jody Manabe, eds., Writers of Hawai 'i. 
Honolulu: Bamboo Ridge Press, 1981) p. 70. 

3. Milton Murayama, All I Asking For Is My Body. 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1975) p. 70. 

4. Ibid., pp. 33-5. 
5. Ibid., p. 36. 
6. Ibid., p. 90. 
7. Ibid. , pp. 62-3. 
8. Chock and Manabe, p. 59. 
9. Ibid., p. 59. 

10. Ibid., p. 68. 
11. Ibid. , p. 65. 
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Robert Fuhrel, English instructor at Hawai'i Community 
College, has taught in community colleges, public and private high 
schools, and state prisons in Florida, Colorado, American Samoa, and 
Hawai'i. He has published poetry in Seven Tutuila Writers and 
Kanoelehua. His other interests include tennis, baseball, and horse
shoes, as well as listening to music, particularly jazz, and trying to 
maintain his weakening Samoan language skills. He is married and has 
five children and two grandchildren. He continues to study Joyce, 
among other authors. 
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A Personal Odyssey 
By Robert Fuhrel 

As an undergraduate English major in the late '60's, I read James 
Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man in a course on the modern 
"British" novel. No other book has struck me as capturing the essence 
of alienation or the devotion to art as well as that novel does. Wanting 
to know all I could about the author, I immediately read Richard 
Ellmann's biography of Joyce. I grew even more fascinated, and 
consequently, studying the work of James Joyce, the author also of 
Ulysses, our century's most-discussed novel, has been an avocation of 
mine for much of the last twenty years. 

A trip to Ireland for the celebration of his centenary in 1982 
seemed an impossibility since that year found my family and me at 
Atauloma, about fourteen miles west of Pago Pago on the island of 
Tutuila, American Samoa. But my wife, Francie, reserved my place 
among the Joyce scholars and enthusiasts who were gathering in 
Dublin from all over the world that year, and in June of'82 I flew from 
Pago Pago to Shannon, where I caught a bus to Limerick; there I 
boarded the train to "dear, dirty Dublin," city ofJoyce's birth and focus 
of all his creative energies for forty years. On the train I enjoyed my first 
domestic pints of Guinness with an eighty-year-old gardener who 
entertained me by telling jokes and sipping his pint with one leg 
actually wrapped around the back of his head, the proverbial stage
Irishman on a rolling stage. I also met Officer Byrne, a New York 
patrolman who, like many another of New York's finest, spent his 
holiday each year visiting his family in Connemara, marble and pony 
capital of Erin. 

Upon disembarking in Dublin, my initial sensation, one that 
never left me while I was there, was that I had suddenly become 
invisible. After teaching for three years in Samoa, where everywhere I 
went I was recognized, I soon realized my features were indistinguish
able from everyone else around me, giving me an amazing feeling of 
anonymity. Looking Irish in Ireland was liberating. 

On reporting to the offices of the Irish Tourist Board to find out 
where I'd be staying, I was sent to the bed and breakfast operated with 
great warmth by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Finn. At the Finns' I met a small 
group of]oyceans, with some of whom I spent most of the next week. 
This group included a young student from West Germany; a translator 
from Korea; a scholar from Galway, the birthplace in the west oflreland 
ofN ora Barnacle, Joyce's wife; a priest from Australia; a professor from 
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a technical college in northern India; another professor from Philadel
phia, my own birthplace, and still another professor from America 
teaching at the Sorbonne. Joyce's quip that he had "put enough puzzles 
into Ulysses to keep the professors busy for centuries" was proving 
accurate. Of course, these were but a few of the many who converged 
on Dublin in the next week, but they provided informal conversation 
about Joyce long after the official symposium sessions were over each 
day. 

Since I had a couple of days before the symposium conferences 
and speeches began, I decided to see some of Dublin on my own, to 
follow the footsteps of Stephen Dedalus G oyce' s ironic A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man) and Leopold Bloom (his modern version of 
Odysseus, Homer's "man of many devices"), tracing their intricate 
paths through the city Joyce claimed could be reconstructed, should it 
ever be destroyed, from his book. This tour took me to the Martello 
Tower at Sandycove, where Joyce lived briefly and where he set the 
opening scene of Ulysses, the tower is now a Joyce museum. From the 
tower, one can look across Dublin Bay to Howth, scene of Leopold and 
Molly Bloom's courtship, where an enterprising gardener has placed a 
sign saying, "Please do not disturb the blooms." Later, I rode out of 
town to Clongowes Wood College, the exclusive Jesuit preparatory 
school Joyce attended until his family's fortunes, dwindling with the 
fall of Parnell, forced his transfer to less prestigious surroundings. At 
Clongowes, I walked down the long hall where Stephen, in A Portrait 
of the Artist as a Young Man, walks on his way to the rector's office to 
protest the unjust punishment of being "pandied" for accidentally 
breaking his glasses. Recalling how Stephen is intimidated by the 
course he has taken and by the portraits of many famous former 
students and rectors along the walls of the hall, I thought of the pleasure 
Joyce would undoubtedly feel ifhe knew that his own portrait is among 
them. Back in town, I visited Belvedere College, the chapel, and the 
room in which Joyce has Stephen, after an interview with one of the 
priests, realize he must forego the priesthood of the church for that of 
the "eternal imagination." 

Wandering Dublin's streets after church at Trinity College 
chapel, I chanced upon Kilmainham Jail, where most of Ireland's 
political heroes have been imprisoned and many executed, including 
those responsible for the ill-timed Easter uprising of 19 1 6. Good 
fortune brought me there on a Sunday, the only day of the week the jail 
is open to visitors. 

The following day I again visited Trinity College, and among the 
many treasures in the Long Room of its library I saw the Book of Kells, 
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considered by many experts the world's most beautiful book, and an 
ancient harp said to have belonged to Brian Boru. Seeing throughout 
the city monuments to people such as Thomas Moore, Goldsmith, 
Burke, and Parnell, as well as the tombs of Strongbow and Swift, 
further deepened my appreciation for the glorious history of this city. 
Naturally I managed to get in a brief visit to the National Library on 
Kildare Street, the scene in Ulysses of Stephen's famous Shakespeare 
lecture, where he tries, as Mulligan jokingly says, to "prove by algebra 
that Hamlet's grandson is Shakespeare's grandfather and that he 
himself is the ghost of his own father." Every place in Dublin had some 
remembrance of Joyce to offer from the Library to the Guinness 
Museum, which had a special Joyce display, fitting enough when one 
considers how often Joyce mentions the famous brew. 

The President oflreland opened the Eighth International James 
Joyce Symposium, marking the first time Joyce had been publicly 
honored by the land he left behind at twenty-two yet never forgot or 
neglected in his work. The most prominent Joyce scholars also spoke, 
among chem Richard Ellmann, whose 1959 award winning biography 
had been updated, enhanced and reissued for the centennary, and from 
Zurich (Joyce's haven during both World Wars and his final resting 
place) , Fritz Senn, then president of the Joyce Foundation. Four days 
of intense, enlightening, occasionally disputatious panels and workshops, 
major addresses and informal discussions followed. As in any literary 
conference, many of the most interesting conversations never make the 
official program, and for me, the best parts of the week-long sympo
sium were the many related events taking place in the city. For 
example, one Saturday night I went to the Gate Theatre; I was 
fortunate to buy a no-show, front-row center ticket to see Finuola 
Flanagan portray six women from Joyce's life and work, a performance 
chat I will always recall with pleasure. At the Bloomsday Banquet, held 
on June 16th in honor of the day on which Ulysses takes place, June 16, 
1904 (in turn chosen, it is said, by Joyce to commemorate his first 
occasion of"walking out" with Nora) , the world-renowned Argentinian 
poet Jorge Luis Borges explained why he had come so far to pay tribute 
to Joyce, and I contemplated the blindness or near-blindness common 
to Homer, Joyce, and Borges, blindnesses chat never prevented their 
singing. The next day, after listening to a panel of contemporary Irish 
writers discuss Joyce's influence on their work, I chatted with Anthony 
Burgess (author of A Clockwork Orange and ocher novels as well as two 
excellent books on Joyce) about Tutuila, which he also knew. 

In everyone I met, everywhere I went, I felt Joyce's influence. At 
an official reception for the symposium participants at Dublin Cascle, 
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long the detested symbol to Irish nationalists of the imperial British 
influence in Ireland, I met the Prime Minister oflreland. Another day 
a bridge over the river Liffey, which flows through the heart of Dublin 
and which Joyce personified as the symbol of eternal femininity, was 
renamed in honor of her character in Finnegans Wake, Anna Livia 
Plurabelle. The reclusive Samuel Beckett, a close family friend of the 
J oyces, a great writer who had put aside his own work for a time to assist 
Joyce during one of]oyce's periods of near blindness, sent a message 
wishing the conferees well. I had a quiet talk with Jane Lidderdale, the 
author of Dear Miss Weaver. Miss Lidderdale is the goddaughter of 
Harriet Shaw Weaver, who long supported Joyce financially. Of 
course, the significance of Miss Weaver's name, that of Penelope's 
occupation, was not lost on Joyce. Miss Lidderdale was guardian of 
Lucia, Joyce's daughter, who had been diagnosed as dangerously 
schizophrenic and institutionalized for years. Miss Lidderdale' s loving 
concern for the Joyce family, and for Lucia in particular, was evident. 
Of course, I unashamedly requested autographs for my Joyce collec
tion from all these greater or lesser celebrities of the world ofliterature. 

What really amazed me was the interest shown in Joyce's work by 
scholars and critics approaching it without the shared backgrounds of 
religion and ethnicity which I enjoyed. Imagine, for example, trying 
to translate Ulysses into Korean, the difficulties of which were subse
quently described in the James Joyce Quarterly by the translator, or 
those encountered by the writer from Darjeeling, attempting to 
understand and to write about Joyce's use of street names in Ulysses. 

For the week of the conference, and particularly on Bloomsday, 
the city of Dublin and its inhabitants were for once as saturated in Joyce 
as he was in them. Radio-T devision Ireland broadcast a twenty-three 
hour, uninterrupted dramatization of Ulysses, and loudspeakers in front 
of shops carried it to even those Dubliners who knew nothing of its 
most famous native son. At Trinity College, under the auspices of the 
college's Philosophical Society, one man, with breaks as far as I could 
tell only for juice and coffee, read aloud the entire six hundred and 
twenty-odd pages of Finnegans Wake. I stopped in to see him four 
times for about one-half hour each time; his performance lasted at least 
seven hours. Davy Byrne's, a "moral pub" according to Bloom, served 
a Bloomsday special lunch, which included the gorgonzola cheese 
sandwich and glass of burgundy enjoyed by Leopold Bloom seventy
eight years ago. I ate mine with an old acquaintance, Archie Loss, 
whom I had met at a Penn State-Erie colloquium five years previously. 
Later that June 16th, many Dublin pubs offered pints of Guinness at 
1904 prices, one penny each. I had mine at the Bailey, famous for 
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having rescued the door from #7 Eccles Sc., where Bloom and his wife 
Molly lived. across the street from Davy Byrne's. The Dublin tourist 
board unveiled a plaque to Bloom at the house where Joyce said he was 
born, #52, Upper Clanbrassil Sc. Another event I enjoyed was the 
unveiling of a bust of] oyce in Sc. Stephen's Green ("my green" Stephen 
says in A Portrait) ; the green lies across the street from Joyce's alma 
macer, University College, where most of the symposium cook place, 
and where I attended lectures in the room where Gerard Manley 
Hopkins had died while lecturing on Greek. 

On Bloomsday afternoon, the entire city became part of a play as 
the central episode of Ulysses, the "Wandering Rocks" episode, the 
book in microcosm (eighteen mini-chapters echoing the eighteen 
episodes of the book proper), was recreated in eighteen separate but 
often converging paths throughout Dublin. Amazed truckdrivers 
found themselves part of a cavalcade chat had occurred in 1 904, the 
Lord Mayor of Dublin himself assuming a role in the novel, and 
innocent bystanders were filmed as they interacted with countless 
actors and actresses dressed in period costume and carrying out the 
action of the book with the precision with which Joyce timed it. Street 
theatre chat night rose to new heights to include the phantasmagoric 
"Circe" episode, which takes place in and outside of a brothel. The 
actors here included SalvacionArmy recruits protesting the goings-on, 
with their real-life counterparts protesting the entire scene, as life 
imitated art imitating life. 

For someone as interested in a man's life and work as I am in 
Joyce's, the entire adventure was for me a once-in-a-lifetime opportu
nity to see, hear, feel and discuss with ochers like myself the shaping 
forces behind chis master's unique achievements. Now, almost ten 
years later, my interest in Joyce unabated, I look back fondly at my 
Odyssey to Dublin and thank my wife, Francie, my Penelope, for 
making it all possible. 
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Jeanette Justice teaches in the nursing department at Kaua'i 
Community College and was teaching at Hawai 'i Community College 
when her poem was written. She received her formal education at the 
University of California, San Francisco. She has published articles in 
nursing journals and contributed a chapter to Mental Health Concepts 
Applied to Nursing (Dunlap, 1978). She draws on her experiences on 
Kaua'i and the Big Island for her poetry. 
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Puainako Street 
By Jeanette justice 

A ghost woke us on Sunday with a gentle whoosh 

then whooshing and sssssss 

The wind from mauka 

strong and stronger and violent 

shaking us. 

We stayed indoors and watched 

the peel-bark trees waving away 

lost shrouds like giant butterflies 

and bending as their roots half skyward 

settled them slowly in tall grass. 

And birds were blown askew. 

Palm fronds bounced on wires overhead 

until with snapping and little lightening wisps 

the street became woven with strands and branches 

and tin sheets sent flying 

like kites downed by giant drafts. 

The wind came hard an instant after four 

and stayed its course six hours 

then stopped as suddenly. 

People driving in from Puna Monday morning 

were amazed, glad it never happened to them, 

felt lucky to be saved from such destruction. 

Puainako street was log-bound. 

Going out, we danced over blossoms and branches. 

Paradise gone wild 

by the wind's design. 

They say it raced down slope from Mauna Loa 

Arrow-like, aimed at Hilo. 

Unusual, they said. 

Never occurred before, they said. 

Still in Hilo trees stand at awkward angles 

Pushed by the furious spirit of that storm. 
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Marilyn Lui Kim-Infiesto has been on the faculty of Leeward 
Community College since 1979, and currently serves as music coor
dinator of the Arts and Humanities Division. She provides a wide range 
of instruction which include beginning, intermediate, and advance 
voice classes; applied voice; college chorus; and basic music theory. Ms. 
Kim-Infiesto also directs Leeward's Kanakapila Singers, an ensemble 
group gaining local prominence. She has been the moving force in the 
development of Leeward Community College's music program by 
providing a great deal of time, energy, and experience into its realization. 

Marilyn Lui Kim-Infiesto is a graduate of the University of 
Hawai'i at Manoa (B.M. piano performance, 197 1  and M.M. voice 
performance, 197 6). She has done post-graduate work at the Chatauqua 
Institute of Music, Stanford University, and the Peabody Conserva
tory. 
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Alma Mater for Leeward Community College 
By Marilyn Lui Kim-Infiesto 

ALMA MATER (for Leeward Community College) 

Hawaiian text by: Veronica Hlghstreet Words and Music by Marilyn Uu Kim 

By the qui - et wa - ters near ·neath the moun - tatns we hold dear 
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Dr. Doric Little, an instructor of  Public Speaking at Honolulu 
Community College for twenty years, frequently speaks in Hawai'i and 
the mainland on such topics as sexual harassment, ethics, credibility in 
communication, and motivation. She currently serves as President of 
the Hawai'i Chapter of the American Association of Women in 
Community and Junior Colleges and is a member of the System-wide 
University Ethics Committee. 
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Sexual Harassment: A Legal Update 
By Doric Little 

Prior to the mid- l 980's, encounters of a sexual nature involving 
young female students and aging male instructors were seldom regarded 
as serious or as a cause for concern. Most faculty, when they chose to 
discuss the situation, referred to such faculty members as lecherous old 
fools or lucky devils. 

Now, it's the l 990's and there has been a dramatic change in the 
"sexual climate" of the academic community. To illustrate, last year, 
the provost of a community college in Hawai'i stated at a faculty 

meeting, "In my opinion, a faculty member who engages in sexual 
harassment is committing professional suicide." 

What does this change in attitude mean to members of the 
academic community? Can a faculty member have a sexual relationship 
with a student? When can an overture be construed to be sexual 
harassment? The answers are not simple nor are they clear cut. By 
exploring the historical background of sexual harassment law, the 
pertinence of legal decisions to higher education, some reasons why 
faculty and administrators to be concerned, and a few important recent 
court decisions, several guidelines for proper conduct should become 
apparent. 

Historical Background 

Sexual harassment, as a legal issue, developed from Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which prohibited discrimination on the 
basis of race, color, religion, national origin and sex. Sex was an 
afterthought added the night before the Act was approved by Congress. 
There was no discussion of harassment. 

In fact, the term "sexual harassment" was coined in 1974 by 
Professor Lin Farley and a group of women at Cornell University who 
were trying to determine an appropriate label for activity we now know 
as "sexual harassment." Interestingly, the pronunciation of this term is 
currencly undergoing change. Many dictionaries now acknowledge 
"harass"' as the more common pronunciation rather than the tradi
tional "harass." Most women use the "harass" pronunciation as the 
harsher sounding and the pronunciation more indicative of the feelings 
of the "harassed." 
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From 1 964 through 1 980, cases involving sexual harassment 
were heard in the courts. Most of these cases were brought to the courts 
as a form of sex discrimination under Title VII. As increasing numbers 
ofcases were heard, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) issued, in November of 1 980, legal guidelines for courts to 
utilize in consideration of sexual harassment cases. 

In June of 1 986, the first Supreme Court case on sexual harass
ment was heard, Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson. The decision by this 
court created judicial precedent (legal rules) for the courts of the land. 
Following Meritor, so many more cases were heard that in October of 
1 988 and January and March of 1 990, the EEOC updated their 
guidelines on current issues of sexual harassment. 

Today, sexual harassment law continues, at the federal level, to 
be made in the courts, not in the legislature. While many states have 
passed statutory laws on this subject, at the federal level all the 
developments in sexual harassment law are made by judicial decision 
making. 

Pertinence of Legal Decisions to Higher Education 

With the decision by the Supreme Court in the Meritor case, the 
"gravamen" (or what made a case actionable) became whether or not 
the activity was "welcome." Prior to Meritor, defendants could claim 
that their accuser had gone along with the sexual activity. The 
"voluntariness" of the victim served as a defense for the accused. 

The way in which this decision has impacted upon higher 
education can be illustrated by the behavior of the principle character 
in a recent novel entitled, Professor Romeo. This Harvard professor 
considered his female students the "perks" of his professional position. 
Each semester, Profess9r Romeo enjoyed selecting the young female 
students who would be the recipient of his sexual favors. With the 
Meritor decision, the Professor's previous behavior became actionable 
under Title VII and, ultimately, the professor lost his job. 

While the Meritor decision and the "welcomeness" gravamen 
impacted directly upon professors in higher education who had used 
"voluntariness" as a defense for their sexual activities with their 
students, a number of federal and Supreme Court cases illustrate that 
the courts expect professional behavior from the academic community. 
In the cases of Koifv. Ball State University and Naragon v. Wharton, the 
courts enunciated their high standards for academicians and supported 
academic institutions in disciplining faculty members who exploited 
students sexually. 
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Certainly, the fact that the courts have historically deferred to 

academic decision making (Board of Curators, University of Missouri v. 
Horowitzand Regents of University a/Michigan v. Ewini) and have ruled 
against academic decisions only if they were found to be arbitrary and 
capricious ( Connelly v. University of Vermont) has contributed to this 
expectation of a high standard of professional behavior. With the 
academic deference that the courts give academicians comes a con
comitant expectation of professional behavior. 

Reasons for Concern 

There are some in the college community who contend that 
sexual relations between consenting adults on college campuses is 
acceptable behavior. There are three reasons why this may not be an 
accurate assumption. 

First, what began as a welcome, consensual relationship may 
become unwelcome. It is more than a cliche that the course of true love 
may not always run smooth. When a student decides that a sexual 
relationship is over and claims harassment, who is the guilty party? The 
person in power. In the academic comm unity, that person is most often 
the one who gives the grade. 

Second, the parents of a student may complain. This was the case 
in Naragon v. Wharton and, even though in this case the student was 
over 18 years of age, disciplinary action was taken and upheld by the 
courts. 

Finally, classmates of a student who is having a sexual relation
ship with an instructor may legally claim unequal treatment as a 
violation of EEOC guidelines, Sect. 1504.11 g. 

The concerns discussed here do not apply to all faculty and to all 
students. They apply to faculty with students in their classes or under 
their supervision. A prudent faculty member would choose to wait two 
or three months for the student to complete his or her class before 
beginning a sexual relationship. 

Recent Important Legal Developments 

Three recent decisions offer guidance to the faculty member who 
wishes to comply with the standards enunciated by the courts. A 
significant decision was made by the Ninth Circuit Court in San 
Francisco chis year in the case of Ellison v. Nicholas. The standard which 
was presented for the first time in this case is called the "reasonable 
woman" standard. The court ruled that a previous standard "the 
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reasonable person" standard was not necessarily appropriate in sexual 
harassment cases because it tended to present the male view of what is 
reasonable. 

In the Ellison case, lengthy love letters written by a fellow employee 
with whom Ms. Ellison had had lunch with once were considered 
sexual harassment. The court ruled that a "reasonable woman" would 
consider such behavior by a co-worker harassing. A month after this 
decision, Judge King's ruling, in a sex discrimination case heard in 
Hawai'i, referred to this standard in his decision in favor of the plaintiff 
(Kay Austen v. University of Hawaii.) 

Another significant decision, one of particular importance to 
vocational instructors, was made this year in the case of Robinson v. 
Jacksonville Shipyards in Florida. The court ruled that nude or partially 
nude pictures, displayed in the workplace, can constitute sexual 
harassment. In this case, the workplace was a shipyard and the plaintiff, 
a female welder. Despite her numerous complaints of harassment, 
nude posters (many with her hair color and length of hair) were 
displayed in areas where she worked. The United States District Court 
ruled in favor of Ms. Robinson. 

A 1990 case involved the behavior of university professors on the 
University of Iowa campus (Jew v. University of Iowa) . Dr. Jew, an 
anatomy professor, had complained for over fifteen years that several 
faculty has spread lies about her sexual habits and her sexual relationship 
with her supervisor. The court found the University and the accused 
professors guilty of sexual harassment and sex discrimination. The 
financial penalties to the defendants in this case were considerable. 
ronically, the University of Iowa has one of the strongest sexual 
harassment policies in the nation. 

Guidelines for Proper Conduct 

There were three questions posed in the introduction of this 
article. The first was "What does the change in attitude toward sexual 
harassment mean to the academic community?" The answer is "Be 
careful." The person in a power position is the person who is liable in 
a charge of sexual harassment. 

The second question was "Can a faculty member have a sexual 
relationship with a student?" The answer is "Yes," on most campuses, 
but that "yes" involves a substantial risk. That risk is nullified if the 
faculty member waits to date until the student has completed his or her 
course. Finally, "When can an overture be construed to be sexual 
harassment?" This is the question for which no clear guidelines exist. 
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Generally, if one has power over another person, it would be wise not 
to enter into a sexual relationship or to make sexual overtures. 

The recent court cases discussed in this article do offer some 
guidance. For example, one way to test a situation would be to try to 
view it as a reasonable woman would. There can be little doubt that 
posting nude or partially nude pictures is a potentially dangerous 
activity. Clearly, spreading lies regarding the sexual habits of others in 
the academic community can be very expensive. 

Therefore, unless "professional suicide" is your goal, use caution 
in your interactions with students. Don't take chances. Behave pro
fessionally. How can academicians, legally or ethically, do anything 
less? 
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What were the Incas Trying to Prove Anyway? 
By Dana Bekeart 

Our straggly group of travel-weary hikers arrived at the town of 
Ollantaytambo during the hottest part of the day. This dusty trainstop 
town sits astride the glistening Urubamba River in the valley of the 
same name. The Andean peaks surround the town from a great height 
and peer down onto the valley's fertile floor; this is rightly called the 
Land of Giants. The fortress of the Incas climbed the steep sides of the 
valley wall, dominating the town below it. We stood in the dusty 
courtyard among the Quechua townfolk-children playng while 
women hawked sweaters and jewelry- it looked like a long struggle up 
to the sacred temple at the top. It took a half hour of hard climbing; my 
pace slowed as I struggled to take in the thin air. My legs hurt, I was 
dizzy, and my breath had been stolen by the incline. 

After a few minutes rest I looked around at the surrounding 
ridgeworks. The temple walls were made of huge and beautifully 
finished boulders cut from the hillside across the valley; they had been 
rolled down to the valley floor then hauled on rollers along an earthen 
ramp up to their present places. I thought to myself, were these Incas 
nuts? What were they trying to prove anyway? 

I was astonished to stand atop a boulder weighing many tons 
and measuring 1 0xl 0x30 feet and gaze directly across to the spot on the 
other side of the valley where it came from. It was staggering (especially 
at the 9500 foot elevation) to look around and see hundreds of similar 
blocks mated to form a long, silent and magnificent rampart. 

I wondered what kinds of machines and engineering they used 
to do this tremendous work. In an old library book I discovered that 
the Incas had neither the wheel to bear these giants upward, nor draft 
animals to drag them, nor metal implements with which to carve them 
into such works of art. They did in the simplest possible way: with 
human hands. Thousands of hands. Tens of thousands of hands. 
During decades and decades oflabor. I wondered again, why did they 
produce such prodigies? 

Our histories tell us that they were created for the greater glory 
of their god-kings, the Inca. They watched with divine commands and 
folded arms while the bent-backed peons struggled. This fortress is the 
place at which their last true ruler acted out the Inca version of Custer's 
Last Stand. In the early 1530s Manco Inca welcomed the Conquis-
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tad or Francisco Pizarro as an ally to his imperial capital of Cuzco. Soon 
after, the Inca laid a cruel seige on the city in an attempt to rid his 
empire of these fearsome "gold-eaters" once and for all. After a few 
months his rebellion failed miserably; he retreated over the hills to the 
relative safety of the Urubamba valley. It was here at Ollantaytambo 
in 1537 that Hernando Pizarro's captain Almagro (himself a rebel to 
Pizarro later on) attempted to defeat and capture Manco Inca. Wil
liam Prescott's Conquest of Peru relates that "as the Spaniards came to 
within bowshot [of the fortress] a multitude of dark forms suddenly 
rose above the rampart, while the Inca, with his lance in hand, was seen 
on horseback in the enclosure, directing the operation of his troops. At 
the same moment the air was darkened with innumerable missiles, 
stones, and javelins which fell like a hurricane on the troops, and the 
mountains rang to the wild-whoop of the enemy." 

Today this great stronghold endures our invasion from the 
north with a benign silence. No more do the warriors of different times 
and places clash in the mid-day sun for glory, empire and god. The Inca 
empire is a land of ghosts now: ghosts upon whose sacred stairs stands 
a yanqui in levis and hiking boots; ghosts who once commanded the 
obedience of millions but now wander silently through their high 
Andean homeland gazing at strangers struggling for breath; ghosts who 
died building this fortress of stone but whose descendants are no longer 
present to enjoy its majestic beauty. 

Ollantaytambo got me to thinking about our fabulous civi
lization of the twentieth century. Theirs lasted for a brief period of 
time, roughly three centuries; ours, since the dawn of the industrial age 
in England three centuries ago. They maintained their pre-eminence 
through a powerful military; ours does likewise. Their arts and culture 
can match many of our greatest accomplishments. They wove cloth so 
dense and lush that their royal garments have over 3 5 0 strands per inch, 
something we cannot do today. Their improvements in living for their 
people were as substantial as are ours today, like their domestication of 
the potato and their elegant skill with gold. Yet, although western 
contact has accelerated its decay, the Inca empire fell from within. 
Whatever causes scholars may assign to the Inca empire's disintegra
tion, the rule of time remains essentially the same: All things pass away. 
One day, perhaps, future travellers will gaze down on our great 
highway system with its concrete bridges and long ribbons of blacktop, 
and ask the same question I asked that day at Ollantaytambo: What 
were they trying to prove anyway? 
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